Med school reps differ on cadaver procedures

VARIANCE: SIU’s alteration of limbs for transport compared to other institutions’ policies.

JAMES FULLER
DAILY EGYPTIAN REPORTER

Six out of seven medical school representatives interviewed said they do not physically alter cadavers when preparing them for cremation shipment. This is in contrast to an 11-year SIU School of Medicine procedure directing that the lower limbs of cadavers are removed to allow the remains to fit into 34-inch-tall wardrobe boxes.

Medical school representatives at the University of Illinois, Northwestern University, University of Chicago, Stanford University, University of Arizona and University of California at Irvine all said they do not alter for shipment to cremation facilities.

The spokesman for Rush Medical College, Tom Durie, a faculty member of the anatomy department, said altering cadavers is not an uncommon practice and that it is up to the school to determine how to handle the matter.

"It's a matter of procedure," Durie said. "It’s not acceptable to make a person fit into the box," Effiandet said. "It's called mutilation, and in California that's against the law."

In Illinois there is no such law, Tony Sanders, spokesman for the Illinois Department of Public Health, said. Sanders investigated the law regarding the handling of cadavers after media questions about SIU’s cadaver procedure.

Suze Emlaw, administrative assistant for the Willed Body Program at the University of California at Irvine, said the school uses standard size boxes that are the same dimensions as private crematory boxes. Often the boxes are provided by the funeral homes performing the cremations. The crematorium that processes SIU’s cadavers do not provide boxes to SIU.

Many of the universities interviewed said they use standard size boxes that are the same dimensions as private crematory boxes.

Nancy Zimmers, director of public affairs for SIU, said there are geographic considerations involved with the transformation of the cadavers to Elmwood.

City Council sells water treatment plant

NEW OWNER: Carbondale Police lieutenant strikes deal with competitor to snag bid.

SARA BEAN
DAILY EGYPTIAN REPORTER

The Carbondale City Council approved a $40,000 bid from Calvin Stearns for the purchase of the old water treatment plant property on the corner of Wall Street and Grand Avenue.

The sale came after Stearns, a lieutenant with the Carbondale Police Department, and the other bidder, Pete Carroll, a 29-year Carbondale resident and assistant professor of Physical Education at SIUC, reached a last minute agreement in the hallway outside the council meeting.

The recommended motion from City Manager Jeff Doherty urged the council to accept the proposal from Peter Carroll for the purchase of the land in the amount of $52,000.

Councilwoman Maggie Flanagan motioned to accept and was seconded by Councillman Mike Neill. Flanagan, Neill and Mayor Neil Dillard voted in favor of the motion and Councillman John Budnick and Larry Belges opposed it.

The motion failed because a two-thirds majority, or four votes, is needed to approve the sale of city property. Budnick said he would like to see the two parties reach an agreement and asked them if they could do so that evening.

Steams and Carroll adjourned to the hallway and upon their return Carroll withdrew his bid for the property. The Council then reconsidered the motion and voted unanimously to approve the sale of the property.
Almanac

THIS WEEK IN 1969:

- English prostitute Christine Keeler, a so-called "spy girl" whose name might be part of a draft of Harold Macmillan's Conservative government, published her autobiography. Keeler, ZL, departed with a British MP, was later found to be keeping company with a Soviet I-laval attaché.
- Winter, wind, and lightning swept the SIU campus and caused an unprecedented amount of damage to the Student Center and Murray Library. Monday wobbled a steel door at the far west corner of the library basement flooding the-elevator shafts, the Learning Resources Center, the mechanics library, the主要领导螺丝, the union banquet, and parts of the Murray Library Auditorium and the Student Bookstore.
- At the Student Center, water flooded the basement, damaging book supplies and the telephone service. A back-up sewer in front of the north entrance flooded the first floor also.
- The Carbondale Fair Housing Board recommended the city take legal action against a local landlord on a charge of violating Carbondale's Fair Housing Ordinance. In the formal hearing, the board heard the complaint of an SIU graduate student and his wife. They stated that after a visit by their black friend, their landlord told them in a heated discussion that he did not want any blacks in his apartments.

Corrections

In a story about flooding in the Recreation Center in Wednesday's Daily Egyptian, Dave Conte was incorrectly identified as Steve Fugger. SIUC's Women's Basketball coach Julie Beck was incorrectly identified as such in Tuesday's Daily Egyptian. Assistant Women's Basketball Coach Lee Robinson's name was incorrectly spelled in Wednesday's Daily Egyptian.

TODAY

- Civil Air Patrol meeting, every Thursday, 7 p.m., Marion Airport, call Alron 842-3591.
- Motorcycle rider program, offered free motorcyle tours, July 24-26, register early, 1-800-842-9909 or www.sdso.com/cycle.
- Shawnee National Forest Programs Geology hikes, July 4, 2 p.m., Jordan Camp, 416, 3111 and Mide- stone Mall, 10 a.m., 618-687-3575.
- Library Affairs Introduction to constructing Webpages seminars, July 6, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Shawnee National Forest Programs Kids sun photo, every Tuesday in July, 10 a.m., Lincoln Memorial Park. Call Alron 842-0297.
- Interlibrary Christian Fellowship Food, fun, fellow- ship, meeting, 6:30-8:30, 7 p.m., Agriculture building #209, call Alron 349-5068.
- Library Affairs Online video, every Sunday, July 6, 10 a.m. to 11 a.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Experiment Aircraft Association meeting, July 13, 7 p.m., Auto Club Carbondale Airport, call Womans 486-6438.

Saluki Calendar

- Carbondale Main Street The Free, live concert, July 8, 10 a.m. to 11 a.m., Town Square Pavilion, downtown Carbondale, contact Jod 529-6040.
- Library Affairs Free mini-clinic seminars, July 14, 10 a.m. to 11 a.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Library Affairs Free mini-clinic seminars, July 11, 1 p.m. to 2 p.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Carbondale Main Street: Wonderful and the Allegories, free concert, July 15, noon, Town Square Pavilion, downtown Carbondale, contact Jod 529-6040.
- Library Affairs Finding Medical Information seminar, the World Wide Web seminars, July 15, 2 p.m. to 3 p.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Library Affairs Introduction to constructing Webpages seminars, July 15, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Library Affairs Introduction to constructing Webpages seminars, July 15, 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Library Affairs Advanced Free computer laboratory seminar, July 14, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.
- Civil Air Patrol meeting, every Thursday, 7 p.m., Marion Airport, call Alron 842-3591.
- Shawnee National Forest Programs "Nude Runs" by Kevin McCallister, July 14, 2 pm. to 3 pm., Marion Library 100C, call the Undergraduate desk 453-2581.

CALENDAR POLICY: The deadline for Calendar items is two publication days before the events. The items must include name, date, time, and place of the event and phone number of the person in charge. Items should be delivered or may be dropped off at the Daily Egyptian office. Mail items in advance of the deadline to the Daily Egyptian. Calendar items do not appear on the web page. The calendar information will be taken off the phone.
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Today's Special: KISS ARMY

The Ultimate Tribute to Kiss

Tickets:

KISS ARMY

100 East Grand, Carbondale, 629-2319

THE KISS ARMY LICENSED PRODUCTS
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Carbondale to honor city history with Founder's Day celebration

**ACE JOHNSON**
**DAILY EDITION REPORTER**

When the first locomotive arrived in Carbondale in 1853, more than 3,000 people celebrated with food and fireworks marking the first Carbondale celebration.

"That is when Carbondale became a real town," Mike Kimmel, president of Carbondale's Preservation Commission, said.

In honor of Carbondale's history as a railroad town, Carbondale Main Street will be celebrating its Carbondale Fourth of July Founder's Day Celebration, Saturday at the town pavilion, in conjunction with dedication ceremonies by Station Carbondale Inc.

"The railroad made Carbondale a prosperous place so that it could attract SUV, which is now the driving economic force," Kimmel said.

Carbondale was founded in 1850 when Illinois Central Railroad announced plans to build a railroad from Chicago to Cairo. Daniel Brush, founder of Carbondale, bought the land where a road from Marion to Murphysboro intersected with the railroad.

In recognition of the railroad's key role in the founding of Carbondale, Station Carbondale Inc. will have programs beginning at 10 a.m., which include a dedication of the bronze night watchman statue and the surrounding bricks, a presentation of awards to members of Station Builders, and a car and truck show.

Fireworks to light up sky on fourth behind Abe Martin Field

**DANA DUBROW**
**A&D EDITION**

The sky will be filled with a spectacular spectrum of lights for the Fourth of July with fireworks following festivities in much of the local area.

At 9 p.m. Saturday, the Carbondale fireworks will illuminate SIUC's sky at the Abe Martin field behind the SIUC Arena, and in Murphysboro, fireworks begin at dusk in the Riverside Park.

In Cannon Park of Carterville, a car and truck show will begin at 10 a.m. Saturday, followed by lawn mower races at 2 p.m. and a salmon, flag, and pageant at 6 p.m. Fireworks will be unloaded after dusk.

West Frankfort will be hosting a Fourth of July celebration tonight through Saturday in the City Park. Tonight festivities begin at 9 p.m. and run until 11 p.m. with the crowning of Miss West Frankfort and music by the Gospel Jubilee.

At 7:30 p.m., the Southern Illinois Concert Band will rock the park until 9:30 when the fireworks begin.

The Taste of Freedom Festival at the Rend Lake Amphitheater in Benton will start Friday at 11 a.m. when the food courts, children's activities
Elmore Leonard: Hits and misses

**BEN NEMENOFF** (DE MOVIE CRITIC)

John Grisham, Michael Crichton, and...Elmore Leonard? Due to the fact that they are literary sensations, the films of Grisham and Crichton have seen their novels adapted to film an alarmingly fast rate. But Leonard? Although a successful writer, he hasn't exactly been a smash and his audiences (of readers) remains somewhat of a call. But that hasn't stopped Hollywood from transferring his novels from print to print (three of his novels have already received theatrical release in the last three years and a couple were made for cable TV).

The first of these adaptations was 1995's Get Shorty. The stylings of Elmore Leonard were not introduced to the popular world before this and, therefore, a bit more sharp wit and clever plot, as adapted by screenwriter Scott Frank and director Barry Sonnenfeld, offered something new. What resulted was a film that was not only a feel-good hit (mostly intelligently), but a new piece of work that gave audiences something else to watch.

Next up was Jackie Brown (based on the novel Rum Punch). The film had the same wit and clever plot that Get Shorty had, but this time had a touch of raunchiness, thanks to screenwriter/director Quentin Tarantino. Although the film was mediocre at best, Leonard's style gave Tarantino something else to work with and allowed him to make a grown-up film. As drawn out as Jackie Brown was, it did give Tarantino the chance to not make another Pulp Fiction. (Don't get me wrong, Pulp Fiction was a great film. But I'm glad to see him move on.)

Now, it's the summer of 1998, and we are subjected to yet another Leonardi adaptation — Out of Sight. This time out is courtesy of director Steven Soderbergh (sex, lies, and videotape) working off of a script by Scott Frank and Barry Sonnenfeld, offered something new. What emerged was a film that was not only a feel-good hit, but a new piece of work that gave audiences something else to watch.

Grisham and Crichton have seen their novels adapted to film. Due to the fact that they are literary sensations, the likes of Tarantino, director of Pulp Fiction, have gotten the chance to not make another Pulp Fiction. The film had the same wit and clever plot that Get Very Little Rew Here.

Tarantino the chance to not make another Pulp Fiction. Next up was Jackie Brown (based on the novel Rum Punch). The film had the same wit and clever plot that Get Shorty had, but this time had a touch of raunchiness, thanks to screenwriter/director Quentin Tarantino. Although the film was mediocre at best, Leonard's style gave Tarantino something else to work with and allowed him to make a grown-up film. As drawn out as Jackie Brown was, it did give Tarantino the chance to not make another Pulp Fiction. (Don't get me wrong, Pulp Fiction was a great film. But I'm glad to see him move on.)
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Grisham and Crichton have seen their novels adapted to film. Due to the fact that they are literary sensations, the likes of Tarantino, director of Pulp Fiction, have gotten the chance to not make another Pulp Fiction. Next up was Jackie Brown (based on the novel Rum Punch). The film had the same wit and clever plot that Get Shorty had, but this time had a touch of raunchiness, thanks to screenwriter/director Quentin Tarantino. Although the film was mediocre at best, Leonard's style gave Tarantino something else to work with and allowed him to make a grown-up film. As drawn out as Jackie Brown was, it did give Tarantino the chance to not make another Pulp Fiction. (Don't get me wrong, Pulp Fiction was a great film. But I'm glad to see him move on.)

Now, it's the summer of 1998, and we are subjected to yet another Leonardi adaptation — Out of Sight. This time out is courtesy of director Steven Soderbergh (sex, lies, and videotape) working off of a script by Scott Frank and Barry Sonnenfeld, offered something new. What resulted was a film that was not only a feel-good hit (mostly intelligently), but a new piece of work that gave audiences something else to watch.
'Dolittle' does little to entertain

The FLICK OF THE WEEK is "Dr. Dolittle," a needlessly vulgar remake of the 1967 film about a general practitioner with the remarkable ability to understand the grunts, barks and coos of animals as speech — and have them understand him.

Of course, this should be perfect children's fare, and there is recent precedent for making a general audience picture out of an element from referring to "Babe," which as time passes becomes an even r-easier achievement.

"Dr. Dolittle" will draw youngsters, and its PG-13 rating won't keep them away, but parents should be forewarned that the bulk of the humor involves rectal jokes. The screenwriters offer themselves up as cases of arrested development. Beyond being offensive, comedically it gets tiresome. One of Murphy's major props with the animals is a rectal thermometer.

I'm surprised the screenwriters didn't take a rather obvious tack, imagining what life would be like in this media age for a doctor who actually could talk with animals. Talk-show appearances could be hilarious. Judging pet shows might be funny, too.

But there is nothing like that. This "Dr. Dolittle" offers more of a Murphy improv session, one that is not among his best efforts and doesn't include any of the charm he has displayed in some of his romantic film roles. Rated PG-13.

COUSIN BETTE. Jessica Lange is a towering actress might have portrayed Bette as some kind of harpy, but Lange is more creative and just quietly dominates everyone to the point that someone could talk with animals. Talk-show appearances could be hilarious. Judging pet shows might be funny, too.

But there is nothing like that. This "Dr. Dolittle" offers more of a Murphy improv session, one that is not among his best efforts and doesn't include any of the charm he has displayed in some of his romantic film roles. Rated PG-13.

GODZILLA. Given the inherent drama of making a movie about the world's most terrifying giant lizard "Godzilla" should have been scarier than it is. The last thing I expected to demand of this film is for it to be (ital) more (end ital) violent. Clearly, Godzilla, the monster, ranks below the shark in "Jaws" and the creature in "Aliens" in terms of inspiring fear. "Titanic" succeeded because it balanced romance and terror. "Godzilla" has precious little of either. PG-13.

HE GOT GAME. Spike Lee's powerful father-son drama is being billed as Lee's basketball movie. A major hoops fan, Lee certainly does sketch a world he knows well — the way that boys and men in the hood chase golden hoop dreams. The story is about the courting of the leading high-school player in the nation, a certain Jesus Shuttlesworth (Ray Allen of the Milwaukee Bucks). Everyone wants a piece of Jesus — coaches, girlfriends, agents and even dear old dad — and it's obvious that Lee chose that name because he sees the commercialism of college basketball as profane. Jesus' father (Dennis Hopper) has a special interest in stirring his son to the right college. Impressed for ma, Dad could have his sentence commuted in an instant if he arranges for Jesus to enroll in the governor's alma mater, Big Stue University. What ultimately recommends the film is the emotional connection between the two leads. R.

The Daily Egyptian
SIUC students will be returning soon!!! Make sure your business lets them know you're available. Advertise in the Back to Campus issue of the Daily Egyptian and reach 27,000 prospective customers.
Call: 536-3311
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St. Louis Concerts
Kiel Center 8/22 matchbox 20, Soul Asylum/Sonic's
10/13 Billy Joel
Mississippi Nights
7/9 Samples
7/19 Moe
7/29 Tricky

Riverport Amphitheater
7/8 b-52's/Pretenders
7/28 Metallic
7/29 Fish
7/31 Janet Jackson
8/2 Spice Girls
8/26 Tori Amos
8/29 Homegrown
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TAST:ANT
Offering a Month of Unlimited Tanning in Carbondale's Most Powerful Beds! A $49.95 Value For Only $29.95
Come In And See Just How Much Better Our Beds Are!

Don't forget--any package purchase entitles you to 25% off any tanning product! We carry Supre, Swedish Beauty, California Tan, Body Drench, Power Tan, Ball and lots of Extras!
WITH A COUNTRY-ROCK EDGE, MANDY BARNETT PROVES SHE IS
Young, hot and country

The free show begins at 7 PM at the Turley Park Pavilion Stage.

Many of today's young female country singers invoke the country music and pop charts simultaneously. While these singers blend into an indistinguishable mix of big hair, spandex and Jimmy Bowen's infusion that is reminiscent of Cline in her songs, but her own personality pervades her music. She keeps the passionate blues and emotion that is reminiscent of Cline in her songs; but her own personality pervades her music.

"When I'm sad, I can put on a Merle Haggard record and it makes me sadder in a good way," she said. "It makes it all a bit more dramatic."

I've always been a sucker for those big emotions. To me, it's those moments, those feelings and places in time that make songs great. If you can capture that, you've nailed the music.

Argersinger said she plans to host community building meetings where students, faculty and staff will discuss issues pertinent to the University.

During the first year of her tenure, Argersinger said she has not discussed the possibility of administration changes within her core group of vice chancellors. "I'm sure that we'll have time to see how well we work together," she said. "Right now I'm trying to get a sense from them about what they see the priorities are. We're just trying to look at the substantive issues right now.

During the first year of her tenure, Argersinger said she was pleased with June's tentative agreement between the faculty union and SIUC administrators. "It's very exciting about how we blend the association with our tradition of shared governance," she said. "I've already met with some of the folks involved, and it looks very promising.

Argersinger said she has not discussed the possibility of administration changes within her core group of vice chancellors. "I'm sure that we'll have time to see how well we work together," she said. "Right now I'm trying to get a sense from them about what they see the priorities are. We're just trying to look at the substantive issues right now.

"I think that will also be something students will find more attractive, that they see there is an interest in them from day-one," she said.

After two albums that cover other artists, an album with original songs may be the final ingredient to catapult her to the superstardom critics have predicted for her since her debut in 1995.

Even those who are skeptical of classic country sound would take the opportunity to experience Barnett's genuine talent at the Sunset Concert.

"I'm already met with some of the folks involved, and it looks very promising.
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"K through 16" partnerships with the schools.
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"I think that will also be something students will find more attractive, that they see there is an interest in them from day-one," she said.
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"K through 16" partnerships with the schools.
FOUNDERS (continued from page 1)
Carbondale Inc. for their work in restoring the depot and music by the Good News Bluegrass Band.
Roy Clark, president of Station Carbondale Inc., worked as a conductor for Illinois Central Railroad for 44 years and was the model for the night watchman.
They’re not going to make anymore cabooses,” Clark said.
People can learn something about the way the railroad used to be.”

Other contests will take place from 12:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. including watermelon eating, apple pie baking and watermelon seed spitting, as well as a children’s water balloon toss and a duck pond.
Walking tours of the Carbondale Historic District will start at the top of each hour from noon until 3 p.m. On the walking tour the first sign of the Historic Carbondale Town Square Interpretive Signage Project will be unveiled.
Eventually there will be ten signs on the tour introducing historic photos and background of Town Square streets and buildings.

Cemetery Mausoleum in Eldersburg—It’s not acceptable to...
DUPIEL FOR RENT, 2 bdrm, close to 457. 687-5290, 201J,0,ni8. Room for summer and fall. 333-5471 for details. PORTER, rents have been lowered each month. 333-5471...
...or contact our new person on the premises, 549-3150.

NEW 3 A 5 BDRM LUXURY HOME:
Great room, cathedral ceiling, fireplace, w/d, laundry, whirlpool tub, 2 garages, in-ground pool, kitchen, new construction, 395 W. Ochre, 549-3973.

NEWLY REMODELED Extra nice 2 BD, close to SIU & Room for Summer and Fall, 333-5471.

RENOVATED, 1 BD, 1st floor, newly painted, 503 S. A&l, 985-6639.

NEW OR LARGER 2 Bdrm Duplex, 210 K, going To $60, 687-3201.

Houses Furnished
3 bedroom, 1.5 bath, $350, w/d, at 640 Sycamore, 549-3973.

FOR RENT:
549-3973, 985-6639, 687-1470. Appts by phone.

For house, call 1-800-1798-2866.

Managing Director, Woodrow Management
10 busatailIoSlU, M!SA9-t6356. WOUl $165/mo, 2 bdrm, mobile home. 687-3563.

SPECIFIC FRIED CHICKEN is looking for hard working individuals to work as store crew and team member positions in our Carbondale store. We offer competitive health insurance and wage packages. To apply, come to 1039 E Main St, Carbondale.

TOP DAILY LOCATIONS 2.5: 6 bdrm homes, w/d, 40-477-04 and 1110.

A COUNTRY DUPLEX, on 2 acres, close to SIU and Douglas St, 15, 110 rooms, nice. Jno. 529-4431.

RENOVATED, 1 BD, 1st floor, newly painted, 503 S. A&l, 985-6639.

HOUSES AND APTS
HOUSES
4 Bedroom, 210 K, going To $60, 687-3201.

BEDROOMS
Crafton Rd, 2 bdrm, close to SIU and Douglas St, 1101 rooms, nice. Jno. 529-4431.

HOUSE 2 Bdrm, 505 Woodrow, 549-4076.

NEW 2 & 3 BDRM EXECUTIVE HOMES:
Near SIU & Campus Center :
Pool, Tennis, Landscape, Privacy, 2 car garage, GREAT TELEVISION SERVICE.

2 & 3 BDRM AWAy, Aug & Aug, w/d, w/h park, pets ok, 1st May they are going To $60. 549-7793.

2 & 3 BDRM, carpet, 1st, 687-6189.

2 & 3 BDRM, 210 K, going To $60, 687-3201.

2 & 3 BDRM, carpet, 1st, 687-6189.

UNITED SCHOOL DISTRICT: Professional family home, 1 bedroom, 210 K, going To $60, 687-5290.

Mobile Homes
2 BDM, 2 BATH, all equipped, new, clean, 40 N. Washington, 210 K, going To $60. 549-4076, 687-2451, 937-6531.

2 BDRM, 2 1/2 bath, very nice, Separate living spaces and room for 175$ more, includes water, heat, pets, no parking. 549-1338.

NEWLY REMODELED \r
2 bdrm, new, carpet, w/h parking, 1st May they are going To $60. 549-7793.

2 BDRM, 2 BATH, all equipped, new, clean, 40 N. Washington, 210 K, going To $60. 549-4076, 687-2451, 937-6531.

HIKEY Appts:
1. 2 & 3 BDRM APPTS:

WOODRUFF MANAGEMENT
407 S. James, 110, $295(1)

WOODROW WINS 2 & 2 bdrm, turn, best of, 549-1338, Open 1-5 weekdays.

NEWLY REMODELED, 1/2 bath, carpet, 1st May they are going To $60. 549-7793.

Make Next Term the Best Term of Your Life.

One Stop Housing Guide
Woodrow Management
Jeff Woodrow, Broker

Meadow
Surprisingly Affordable
4 Bedroom Townhomes with washer, dryer & microwave oven. From $250.00 ppm.
Electrolysia Centre
Permanent full body removal - effective, 505-7217.

Top Dollar Paid
Window oven conditions:
Top dollar paid for glass, tools, books, house, etc.
Phone: 507-529.

210 N. Poplar #1 • 602 N. Oakd
202 N. Poplar #2 • 508 W. Oak
210 W. Hospital #2
212 W. Hospital
611 W. Kennicott
903 S. Linden
513 S. Logan
610 S. Logan
906 W. McDaniel
804 W. McDaniel
400 W. Oak #2
408 W. Oak
501 W. Oak
602 N. Oakland
507 W. Main
600 N. Oakland
805 S. University

MALIBU • Mobile Homes
Large Townhouse Apartments
CALL USA 332-4577

Wanna Own
A Part Of Alpha's World?
11B Parkwood
3 bdrms, 1 1/2 baths, 2 car garage, 4 yrs old
Unity Pkwy, $89,900

2410 Strigel Rd., under construction
2 bdrms, each w/ master suites, 2 car garage, 2 half bath
4 yrs old, $89,900

Gordon Lane, under construction
2 whitefish tasts, upstairs gallery overlook
kitchens, garage, ceramic tile kitchen, bath and foyer,
$98,000

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 1 YEAR LEASE
457-3914
Chris B. 529-2013
Office: chris@intemet.r?et
http://123.230.34.11/alpha

Morgan Hill
529-1082
FOR RENT 529-1082
FOR SALE 529-1082
www.morganhill.com

507 W. Main
600 N. Oakland
805 S. University

For more information on
A Part Of Alpha's World?
529-1082
SKY
continued from page 11

“Looked above, and there was a
beautiful rainbow shadowing over me.”

McDennott said her unusual
experience makes her want to re-
live that dive.

“Told myself I wanted to sky-
dive before I die,” McDennott said.
“Want to do it again soon, but I’ll
figure that out.”

The alternative to tandem jump-
ing is static line jumping. DeAnna
Kitchen of Vandalia is employed at
Archway Skydiving’s Manifest Desk
and prefers static line jumping.

The static line jump is made from
6,000 feet up and the free fall lasts about
eight seconds. The line is
attached to the plane until the horse
opens and the parachuter makes the
jump solo.

“This lets you maneuver your own parachute,” Kitchen said.
“Less you be in total control of the flight. With the static line program,
persons can progress in the sport and become certified parachutists.”

Glenn Mitchell of St. Louis, Mo., completed his sixth static line
jump on Sunday.

“My goal is to complete the static line program, and then move my
way up to higher altitudes, eventually 14,000 or 15,000 feet,” Mitchell said.

The adrenaline rush, floating sensation and awesome view make
skydiving an indescribable experience.

No matter how nervous a per-
son is or how much their stomach is
turning beforehand, they will have the
time of their life.

The feeling and rush is perma-
ently etched into their minds. Once
someone has faced the sky and
made that jump, they feel there isn’t
anything they can’t accomplish.

Fireworks continued from page 3

and Q-106.3 summer expo begin.
At 4 p.m., the rock music of Full
Circle will take the amphitheatre
stage, followed by the blues sounds
of Charles Joseph at 9 p.m.

Saturday at 2 p.m., the music
begins with the George McNichol
Band playing their bluegrass
music, followed by the Country
Travelers at 4 p.m., Donnie and the
Doo-Wops at 6 p.m., and at 8:30 p.m., the Centralia Philharmonic
Orchestra will play a salute to
America.

At 9 p.m., there will be a 4K run
across the dam, and at dusk there
will be fireworks choreographed to
the bold, rich sounds of the
Centralia Philharmonic Orchestra.

The fun doesn’t stop there. At
10:30 p.m., Hitch will take the stage
and jam their alternative rock tunes.

The Du Quoin State Fairgrounds
will feature a “preview right” on
Friday featuring carnival rides and
food stands from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.

At 9 p.m., there will be a firework display.
Why would someone jump out of a plane from miles high in the sky when they are in a perfectly decent airplane?

"If I go three or four weeks without jumping, I get anxious," Mantrell said. "It's an experience for the diver to help pull the ripcord." However, there are signals such as putting your hands up in the air. "It's an experience for the diver to help pull the ripcord," Mantrell said. "The buckles are strong and extremely safe for the diver."

"I'm absolutely terrified. This decision was made on a total whim. I didn't think I would ever jump out of an airplane," Cascino said. "But if I can do this, I know I can do anything." Stermer shared the same anxious feelings of excitement and anticipation prior to her jump. Lisa Heredia, of Lake Zurich was jumping tandem for the second time Sunday. Sandy Stermer and Matthew Cascino embrace to enjoy the rush of being so high up in the sky when they are in a perfectly decent airplane. Stermer, of Chicago comes in for a smooth landing with Archway instructor after completing their first jump. (below) Lisa Heredia, of Lake Zurich was jumping tandem for the second time Sunday.

"The attachments are at the shoulders and hips," Mantrell said. "The buckles are strong enough to hold 15,000 pounds, so the divers are not going anywhere, they're staying attached to the instructor and enjoying the jump of their life." Each skydiver is given the "air altitude watch," which displays their altitude level. "I could feel the humidity and moisture," quotedascio said. "But if I can do this, I know I can do anything." Stermer shared the same anxious feelings of excitement and anticipation prior to her jump. Lisa Heredia, of Lake Zurich was jumping tandem for the second time Sunday. Sandy Stermer and Matthew Cascino embrace to enjoy the rush of being so high up in the sky when they are in a perfectly decent airplane. Stermer, of Chicago comes in for a smooth landing with Archway instructor after completing their first jump. (below) Lisa Heredia, of Lake Zurich was jumping tandem for the second time Sunday.

Stermer said "Once we jumped; I lost my mind. It was a feeling I've never had before." Cascino said. "Let me get back up there and do it again." Stermer said she also wanted to make the jump again and that despite her nerves, she was glad she did it. "It didn't hit me that I was jumping until the instructor said, 'Crawl to the edge' and then we stood, looking down into the sky," Stermer said. "Once we jumped, I lost my breath and the view was so incredible, I'm anxious to make a jump again.""